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Granular Aggregate Inventory 
of Bentinck Township 
Grey County/ Ontario

by 

E.V. Sado

INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the granular aggregate 

potential within Bentinck Township. Aggregate 

reserve areas are delineated on the accompanying 

granular map. Estimates of the aggregate quality and 

quantity are discussed within the text and tabulated 

together with field data within the appendix. The 

underlying and exposed Paleozoic bedrock lithologies 

are discussed but not evaluated as to their aggregate 

potential.

METHODS:

A. Fieldwork -

Available exposures including sand and gravel pits, 

road cuts, river cuts and cultural excavations were 

examined in determining the quality, continuity and 

thickness of granular materials. Surficial materials, 

their topographic expression and the geological environment 

were important considerations in determining the average 

deposit thicknesses.

Seventy-seven field observations were made, the 

thickness, gravel content, clast size and composition of 

each were recorded and are tabulated within the appendix.

1. Geologist's Assistant, Phanerozoic Geology Section, 
Geological Branch, Ontario Division of Mines. Manuscript 
approved for publication by the 'Chief, Phanerozoic 
Geology Section.
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B. Office Work -

The accompanying township map was prepared at a scale 

of 1: 50,000 using appropriate portions of the Walkerton 

(41A3), Durham (UA2), Markdale (41A? E&W) and Chelsea 

(41A6) National Topographic Series Maps. The areas and 

locations of granular deposits within the first three map 

areas were obtained from unpublished data made available 

by the Phanerozoic Geology Section of the Division of 

Mines,' Ministry of Natural Resources. Aggregate deposits 

within the northwest corner were extrapolated by the author 

using airphotos and limited field information. The 

locations of many sand and gravel pits were obtained from 

records of the Ministry of Transportation and 

Communications, Downsview, Ontario. More pits were 

located during the field survey. Finally, water well log 

data was obtained from the Ministry of the Environment, 

relevant logs were plotted on the granular map.

C. Reserve Calculations -

The volume of a granular deposit can be approximated 

if it's area and average thickness are known. The area of 

each deposit in acres was measured using an acreage grid 

overlay. Thickness values represent the average deposit 

thickness as determined from the field work.
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The gross deposit tonnage was calculated by 

multiplying the volume by 2,500 tons (the approximate 

weight of a one foot thickness of sand and gravel covering 

a one acre area). This calculation is summarized as 

follows:

GROSS TONNAGE ^ constant ^ area ^ thickness
factor in acres in feet

^ (2*500 Tons )* X acres * Y feet 
( one acre/foot)

- 2,500 X.Y. tons

Correction factors were applied to each deposit for 

material already extracted and aggregate unavailable for 

extraction due to cultural features (e.g. settlements, 

roads, property setbacks, etc.)

It is important to note that these reserye figures 

represent "possible" reserves. The term "possible 

reserves" is defined in the performance standards of the 

Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario. .It 

implies a broad knowledge of the geological character 

of the deposit for which -there are few if any samples or 

measurements. These estimates are based on an assumed 

continuity or repetition for which there are reasonable
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geological indications.
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Location of Bentinck Township:

Bentinck Township occupies a north central location 

within the southwestern Ontario region. It lies within 

Grey County, a block 12 miles by 13 miles, positioned 

between the towns of Hanover (pop. 5*116) and Durham 

(pop. 3*0#9), east of the Canadian National Railway line 

and west of Highway No. 6. Highway No. 4 runs parallel 

but approximately 2.5 miles north of the southern 

township limit. The townships of Sullivan, Glenelg, 

Normanby and Brant adjoin it to the north, east, south 

and west.

Physiographic Profile:

Bentinck Township lies within the Horseshoe Moraines 

Region a part of the Lake Huron Morainic System (Chapman 

and Putnam, 1966). The topography is rugged, it consists 

of a complex arrangement of till ridges, kame-moraines, 

outwash plains and meltwater channels interspersed by 

smoothly moulded till plains and drumlinized areas. The 

local relief is often more than one hundred feet. Many 

spring fed, small lakes and swampy areas are common. The 

till in this area is loamy and characterized by an 

abundance of cobbles and boulders derived from the 

underlying bedrock.
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The general relief can be summarized by .two chief 

landform components: (a) the irregular stony knobs and 

ridges composed of till and ice-contact kamey deposits 

and (b) the gently undulating flatter areas within 

meltwater terraces and swampy meltwater channel floors, 

both underlain by sheet like beds of coarse gravels and 

sands.

This region has a low agricultural potential, 

agricultural land is devoted to livestock production 

(mostly pasture but some field crops). Rugged morainic 

zones sustain pasturage and large woodlands. Less rugged 

topography supports field crops and pasture.

The irregular drainage pattern is attributed to 

morainic trends.

BEDROCK GEOLOGY

Two bedrock formations of Silurian age, the Guelph 

and Salina, strike diagonally, (NW-SE), across the 

.township (Liberty and Bolton, 1971). The Guelph underlies 

the north eastern portion., roughly one-half of the 

township. It consists of pale brown, thin to medium 

bedded, fine to medium crystalline massive dolomite 

which appears vuggy and porous in reefal complexes. 

The younger Salina strata consist of thin bedded, soft 

green and grey to flaggy red shale, interbedded with grey 

brown dolostone which is thin to medium bedded, aphanitic
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to finely crystalline, with local bituminous partings. 

These strata dip gently to the southwest.

The Guelph outcrops in many places along the Rocky 

Saugeen River near the villages of Aberdeen and Rocky 

Saugeen.

DRIFT THICKNESS

Unpublished drift thickness data for the Durham 

Area indicates a variable drift cover. Thick drift 

(150 to 200 feet) is found within the southwest quadrant 

and to the northeast in the area of McLean Lake. Thin 

drift (50 to 75 feet) is found within the outwash channels 

along the Saugeen River and it's tributaries. An area of 

shallow drift (O to 25 feet) occurs along the Rocky 

Saugeen River near the villages of Rocky Saugeen and 

Aberdeen. 

Aggregate Resources:

Excellent quality, laterally extensive deposits of 

coarse aggregate are found amongst the scattered groups 

of kame-moraines and within sometimes 'pitted' outwash. 

These deposits collectively exhibit some of tne most 

scenic and rugged topography in Southern Ontario.

Locally derived dolomitic clasts are very'prominent 

over this area. They compromise roughly ninety percent 

of the coarse outwash materials (slightly more or less in
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places). This percentage varies (generally slightly 

lower) within the more heterogeneous ice-contact materials. 

Limestones and precambrian clasts are present in minor 

amount s.

Clay, silt and till like materials often impose 

quality limitations in ice-contact deposits. Outwash 

materials are better graded, washed and are laterally 

more consistent. Oversize clasts (*8 inches) are a 

processing consideration in many areas.

The estimated available gravel reserves are enormous, 

they total 419 million tons. Outwash gravels are in the 

majority, (349 million tons), the remaining coarse 

aggregate, (69 million tons), is to be found amongst 

ice-contact zones.

Outwash Gravels:

Coarse aggregates are confined within gravel terraces, 

and meltwater channel floors. They are characteristically 

massive to horizontally bedded sheets of well rounded to 

ellipsoidal, -mlfcrmly graded gravels. These deposits 

are thick and laterally extensive. They occupy the valleys 

of former glacial rivers. Their consistency as regards to 

thickness, gravel content and dolomitic composition plus 

a lack of deleterious materials make them prime, 

commercially viable aggregate sources.
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With minor exceptions, (deposits B through I), outwash 

gravel potential is confined within deposit A. Subunits 

Al and A2 delineate the coarsest and thickest aggregate 

zones. Subunit Al follows the Saugeen River between the 

hamlet of Mulock and the town of Durham. Several pits 

near Durham lie abandoned, two pits (stations 56 and 66) 

supply aggregate as required. An impressive exposure, 

(station 44), cut by the Saugeen River into an outwash 

terrace typifies the character of this zone. A 

cross-sectional sketch plus two photographs are shown 

on page 10.

Subunit Al covers 3,540 acres and is estimated to 

contain an available 113 million tons of gravel. Oversize 

clasts (> 8 inches) will require specialized processing in 

places.

Subunit A2, located off the southeastern flank of 

the Gibraltar moraine, is finer grained in comparison. 

It's internal structure is identical to subunit^Al^ 

(photographs 3 and 4), but average clast, diameterserange 

between l and 2 inches. A coarse pitted landscapePis 

typical here within the upper terraces, these depressions 

are occupied by small lakes and larger organic zones. The 

ground water table is estimated to occur at a forty foot 

depth below the level of upper terraced gravels. Subunit
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A2 covers roughly 5,220 acres and is estimated to 

contain 127 million tons of gravel.

The remainder of this outwash body (subunit Ao) 

is not likely to be as thick nor as gravelly. Many 

excellent aggregate zones are still to be found. Subunit 

Ao covers a large area (10,240 acres) and is estimated to 

contain a further 10# million tons of gravel.

The sedimentation pattern indicates this aggregate 

was derived from a northerly source, presumably off the 

southeast flank of the Gibraltar Moraine. The grainsize 

becomes finer (sandier) to the southwest and south 

(Normanby Township). Areas of sand outwash have been 

outlined but not evaluated in this report. In places 

this fine aggregate is usable for construction purposes 

(e.g. station 49 used as a concrete sand source). 

Exposures are limited in these deposits, large portions 

are heavily contaminated with clay and silt materials. 

Much of these sand areas are swampy and contain thick 

organic deposits.

ICE-CONTACT DEPOSITS

These deposits are extremely variable and difficult 

to evaluate. They contain a wide range of grain sizes 

and a variety of materials. Deformation structures, till 

inclusions, variable cross bedding, ,cut and fill
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sequences and topography are common. Several of the 

larger deposits (deposits 4, 4a, 17 and 13), do, however

have the potential to support commercial operations.
c\- 

Deposits 4 and 4a located within the Gibraltor

Moraine contain 28 million and 22 million tons of gravel 

respectively. Medium to coarse grade gravels within 

deposit 4 are found along the many eskerine ridges, some 

of the more prominent ones have been outlined. The 

remaining gravel reserves, some excellent and others 

heavily contaminated with silt and till are found within 

kame deposits and within ice-contact stratified drift* 

Deposit 4a is cleaner. Road cuts through kame gravels 

and areas of extremely hummocky topography (see photo 5) 

reveal well graded and washed fine, medium and coarse 

aggregate. Dirty gravels were found in only a few places. 

A potential 22 million tons of gravel is available 

within this 1,500 acre deposit.
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Deposit 17, a prominent eskerine channel within 

deposit 4 was evaluated separately due to a concentration 

of cobbles and boulders within it. Several test pits 

within it's southern limit show an eighty percent gravel 

content, thirty percent of the clasts were greater than 

four inches in diameter. The average clast size is 

eight inches, maximum clast diameters in excess of 

twenty-four inches are common, This is a good source 

if boulder size materials are required.

A unique deposit, (deposit 1#), termed an ice- 

contact delta, has formed at the terminus of the 

just described esker. This deltaic feature, prominently 

visible from highway No. 4, is composed almost entirely 

of sand, the gravel occurs in thick lenses, both 

materials are exploited by Saugeen Spraying Limited, 

(station l), the only commercial operation in the 

township. A large portable plant here produces a full 

range of aggregate products from concrete sand to 

screened crushed stone, (see photo 6).

The remaining deposits are scattered throughout the 

township. The aggregate potential within each is listed 

in the appendix.
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J

Deposits 22, 23 and 24, are notable in that each 

contains several million tons of gravel. They, however, 

are typical ice-contact zones, the material distribution 

is inconsistent and in places dirty. Deposit 23, is a 

sand kame area, silt and gravel seams occur throughout
'' , v.OCf

it. Most of the gravel potential is concentrated along
- \ .fr.i. 

it's north margin. Pits located within deposits 22 and
- '-: ^ ' C- ^

24 are abandoned, only a few of the many have been listed. 

They are an excellent example of the high grading practise
. vo

as it was employed in the past. The better quality 

materials were removed and the poorer grades left. The 

resulting land surface resembles a craterous wasteland.
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Such practises have promoted to-day's stringent mining 

controls ensuring land rehabilitation upon completion.

Organic Areas:

Swamp, marsh and bog deposits rich in organic 

matter occur within the township. These wetlands are 

fed from the true and perched groundwater tables. Swamps 

and marshy areas are commonplace in areas of pitted 

outwash and along meltwater channel floors. Smaller 

kettle depressions are found within ice-contact zones.

Organic acreages were usually included within the 

reserve area calculations where outwash materials were 

known to lie beneath them. In ice-contact zones, the 

organic deposits are confined to kettle depressions, 

their acreage was deleted from the total reserve area.

Cultural Restraints:

A certain percentage, (tabulated in the reserve 

calculations), of the remaining granular tonnage was 

deleted in each deposit due to cultural constraints. 

These constraints vary for each deposit, common 

restraints are 'roads, settlements, railroads, power lines 

and property setbacks etc......

A more subtle constraint is becoming apparent 

within these reserve areas. This scenic aggregate
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landscape is becoming increasingly popular as a 

recreational area. Many small cottage and large 

institutional recreation areas are presently scattered 

amongst the most rugged, heavily wooded kame complexes 

and near the many spring fed lakes. These landscapes 

contain the highest aggregate potential. The present 

land use trend indicates many more such developments 

are already held by speculative interests. A recent 

survey of these absentee landlords by the Owen Sound 

District Office of the Ministry of Natural Resources 

has revealed that these owners are opposed to land 

resource exploitation even in such gratus forms as the 

Woodlands Improvement Act. It seems unlikely that they 

would then condone aggregate extraction. If these trends 

persist in the present uncontrolled manner much of the 

aggregate potential outlined within this report will be 

forever lost. Strong zoning is needed lest this mineral 

resource becomes unexploitable as has been the practice 

in similar deposits elsewhere in Ontario.
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The following definitions of terms used in this 

report are adapted from the Glossary of Geology published 

by the American Geological Institute

AGGREGATE:

CLAST:

COBBLE:

Any of several hard, inert construction 

materials such as sand, gravel, crushed 

stone, slag or other material used for 

mixing in various size fragments with a 

cementing or bituminous material to 

form concrete, mortar, plaster, etc., 

or used alone as subbase coarse or surface 

coarse for roads or for fill. Aggregate 

of sand size is called fine aggregate, 

and that of gravel size is .called coarse 

aggregate.

s\
An individual constitu ent or fragment of

-. ' - ., - i 
a sediment or rock. Pebbles and cobbles

etc. are clasts.

A rock fragment larger than a pebble and
f I'.i'ri 

smaller than a boulder, having a diameter
.. - fr. ,

in the range of 64 to 256 mm (2.5 to 10 

inches).



DIRT: A general Informal term used to describe

particles In an aggregate which are 

finer than the #200 sieve- Also known 

as fines, these particles are in the 

silt and clay size range. The two terms 

are common in M.T.C. sample descriptions,

DRUMLIN: A low, smoothly rounded, elongated and

oval hill, mound or ridge of glacial 

till built under the margin of an ice 

sheet and shaped by it's flow.

ESKER: A long, narrow, sinuous, steep sided

ridge composed of irregularly stratified
i

sand and gravel deposited by a stream 

flowing in an ice tunnel at the base of 

a retreating glacier.

ICE-CONTACT STRATIFIED DRIFT: Stratified sand, silt,

gravel and till deposited in contact 

r. with melting glacial ice and

characterized by abrupt changes in 

grains!ze and post depositional 

structural features such as slumping 

and faulting. Eskers, kames and 

hummocky moraines are typical ice-
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contact features.

KAME: A steep sided hill, mound, knob, hummock

or ridge composed of poorly sorted to 

well sorted materials deposited in 

contact with glacier ice*

MELT WATER CHANNEL: A broad, shallow often terraced
i

depression produced by roeitwater flowing 

from melting glacier ice,

MORAINE: A mound, ridge or other distinct

accumulation of unsorted unstratified 

glacial drift, predominantly till, 

deposited by the direct action of glacier 

ice in a variety of landforms.

OUTWASH: Stratified sand and gravel removed or

washed out from a glacier by meltwaters 

and deposited beyond the ice margin.

OUTWASH TERRACE: A dissected : or incised bench like

deposit extending along a valley 

. consisting of sand and gravel. Terraces 

are found along present day streams as 

well as meltwater channels *



TILL:

TILL PLAIN:

Unsorted and unstratified drift, 

generally unconsolidated, deposited 

by and directly underneath a glacier, 

consisting of a heterogeneous mixture 

of clay, sand, gravel and boulders.

An extensive area, with a flat to 

gently rolling surface underlain by till
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CENOZOIC 
QUATERNARY 

RECENT

Pleistocene

PALEOZOIC

ORGANIC DEPOSITS - major deposits 
outlined within aggregate areas

ICE-CONTACT STRATIFIED DRIFT 
DEPOSITS - variable deposits 
consisting of sand, gravel, silt, 
clay and till materials (all 
deposits numbered).

OUTWASH GRAVELS AND SAND DEPOSITS- 
usually massive to horizontally 
bedded sheets of well rounded, 
uniformly graded gravels, 
generally of uniform thickness 
and composition over large areas 
(all deposits lettered).

OUTWASH SAND DEPOSITS - contain 
little to no crushable aggregate - 
silt materials and organic 
deposits are common at the 
surface

UNDIFFERENTIATED GLACIAL DEPOSITS- 
usually till materials deposited 
in ground moraine form

BEDROCK EXPOSURES - Undifferentiated 
but usually dolomitic



SYMBOLS

mapped geological boundary 

~~ ---- ~~ inferred geological boundary 

-t-*-0-*--1-- scarps and terraces

ice-contact slopes 

active sand or gravel pit

abandoned or active on demand 
sand or gravel pit

water well location, showing 
overburden thickness and depth of 
underlying granular materials


